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Mixfood Unison Xs is a sample-based synthesizer, the perfect tool for creating deep bass sounds 

and sharp synth sounds! 

Equipped with 2 oscillators with a combined number of 1100! different waveforms, dedicated 

envelopes, LFO, pitch drop, effects, and a Unison effect with Stereo-spread. On the master output an 

extra filter is added. On top of it all a Sub oscillator is available to add extra depth to your sounds. For 

endless creative possibilities 6 audio outputs are available (main mix, 'dry' and 'wet' signal of each 

oscillator and sub-osc). 

  

Hydronexius Workstation ROM RE

Hydronexius Workstation ROM is a large sample-based virtual instrument comprised of many 
drums, synths, and real instruments.  The Hydronexius was designed with the professional 
producer in mind and ships with over 1000 unique preset patches in its factory sound bank.

Over 2.1 gigabytes of samples are used in unison with professional onboard effects to create 
full, lush, and wide sounds ranging from evolving synthesized pads to real orchestral sections.

Operation Manual

AQUIOS X4 WORKSTATION ROM RE

Aquios X4 Workstation ROM is a large sample-based virtual instrument comprised of many synths 
and real instruments.  The Aquios X4 was designed with a creative and professional producer in 
mind and ships with over 450 unique preset patches in its factory sound bank.

Over 4.2 gigabytes of samples are used in unison with creative onboard effects to create stunning, 
futuristic, and unique sounds ranging from epic string sections to filtered quad voice club pads.



Parts 

 

Oscillators.  

Mixfood Unison Xs features 2 oscillators, 

that are always playing at the same time. 

Each oscillator contains 550 different 

sa ples. Use the arrow utto s to rowse  
through the samples or click and drag on 

the sample-display to select the sample you 

want. 

Pan. Panning control for oscillator 1 & 2 

Glide. Glide function for oscillator 1 & 2 

Vel. Velocity control for oscillator 1 & 2 

 

Each oscillator has its own controls 

Level. Volume control for the oscillator 

Shape. Add minimal variation to the 

samplesound. 

Semi. Raise or lower the tuning, changing 

the frequency of the oscillator, in 24 

semitone steps (2 octaves). 

Cent. Raise or lower the tuning, changing 

the frequency of the oscillator from -50 to 

+50 cents (100th of a 

semitone). That's down or up half a 

semitone. 

 

 

Unison.  

Mixfood Unison Xs features a 4 voice 

Unison module with stereo spread.  

Voices. Click on the display to choose the 

voices.  

Detune. Turn the knob to detune the 

voices.  

Spread. Turn the knob to create a stereo 

spread. 

 

Filter.  

With this control you can set filter 1 to 

operate as one of 4 different types of filter. 

Display. Click on the display to choose the 

filtertype (Low pass 12, Low pass 24, Band 

pass 6, High pass 12 ) 

Cutoff. The cutoff parameter determines 

which area of the frequency spectrum the 

filter will operate in. 

Resonance. The filter resonance parameter 

is used to set the filter characteristics, or 

quality. 

Parts/Sections                                       Explanation

X & Y Filter Sections
There are 2 sections: The X filter
section is by default on and the Y 
filter section is by default off, these 
sections have the same instrument 
samples loaded but have many 
separate parameters, however the 
main parameters are volume level 
and pan amount. 
"Vol" controls the input volume of the
samples processed through the 
corresponding filter.
"Pan" controls the stereo panning of
the samples respectively.

AHDSR Amp Envelope

These faders control the global 
sample playback functions:
"A" controls the attack.
"H" controls the hold.
"D" controls the decay.
"S" controls the sustain.
"R" controls the release.

Filter Controls

"Lfo Amount" controls the amount
 of the the Lfo modulation pre-routed
 to the filter. 
"Env Amount" controls the amount of 
the envelope pre-routed to the filter.
"Cutoff" controls the frequency cutoff
of the selected filter.
"Resonance" controls the resonance
amount of the filter, however this knob 
controls the feedback when in Comb 
filter mode.

Instrument Select

The arrows on either side of the 
"Instrument Select" label enable you 
to scroll through all 104 different 
instruments.
By clicking on the directly on the 
display, you gain access to a
dropdown select menu to choose 
from the entire list of instruments.

1-P.lfo amt. knob controls the amount of the g.lfo signal to routed to the global pitch.  P.Env amt. 
knob controls the amount of the filter env (15) routed to the global pitch.  Pitch range controls the 
number of semitones the pitch knob will pitch shift when engaged up or down.

2-The analog enable button emulates a subtle drive/distortion and warm equalization setting.
The digital enable button provides a clean and clear unaffected signal.

3-The 3 equalizer knobs provide an easy and musical way to boost or cut high, midrange, and low frequencies.

4-The dual delay section is a global dual delay effect that has time, offset, feedback, damp, and mix 
settings respective to each delay.

5-The reverb section is a global reverb that has time, decay, damp, low cut, high cut, and mix settings.

6-The instrument control section is where the user can choose the quad x voice instrument, edit 
volume, pan, semi, cent, and mute settings for each of the 4 x voices respectively.

7-Attack, hold, decay, sustain, and release settings for each of the 4 x voices respectively. Pressing 
any of the x1, x2, x3, and x4 buttons allows the user to edit ahdsr settings for each of the x voices separately.

8-The three mod wheel buttons are effects linked to the mod wheel and are applied when the mod 
wheel is engaged. Air is a high pass filter effect, Submerge is a low pass filter effect, and the x 
fade button fades x1 & x2 voices  to the x3 & x4 voices when the mod wheel is engaged.

1-P.lfo amt. knob controls the amount of the g.lfo signal to routed to the global pitch.  P.Env amt. 
knob controls the amount of the filter env (15) routed to the global pitch.  Pitch range controls the 
number of semitones the pitch knob will pitch shift when engaged up or down.

2-The analog enable button emulates a subtle drive/distortion and warm equalization setting. The 
digital enable button provides a clean and clear unaffected signal.

3-The 3 equalizer knobs provide an easy and musical way to boost or cut high, midrange, and low frequencies.

4-The dual delay section is a global dual delay effect that has time, offset, feedback, damp, and mix 
settings respective to each delay.

5-The reverb section is a global reverb that has time, decay, damp, low cut, high cut, and mix settings.

6-The instrument control section is where the user can choose the quad x voice instrument, edit 
volume, pan, semi, cent, and mute settings for each of the 4 x voices respectively.

7-Attack, hold, decay, sustain, and release settings for each of the 4 x voices respectively. Pressing 
any of the x1, x2, x3, and x4 buttons allows the user to edit ahdsr settings for each of the x voices separately.

8-The three mod wheel buttons are effects linked to the mod wheel and are applied when the mod 
wheel is engaged. Air is a high pass filter effect, submerge is a low pass filter effect, and the x fade 
button fades x1 & x2 voices  to the x3 & x4 voices when the mod wheel is engaged.



 
LFO. 

Sync (to the beat) On/Off. Set the (modulation) rate units to beats, quarter notes per cycle when 

sync is ON. Set the (modulation) rate units to Hz, cycles per second when sync is OFF. 

Retrigger On/Off. When Off, all voices will be modulated together in sync. When On, the LFO for 

each voice starts from the beginning when the note is triggered  

Sub. LFO is also affecting the signal from the Sub-oscillator. 

Waveform. Set the waveform the LFO uses to modulate the chosen parameter(s). 

Rate. Set the LFO's frequency. The modulation frequency can be synced to the beat or in 

milliseconds (by switching on or off the sync button). 

(Start) Phase. This shifts the starting point in the LFO waveform. It is most useful when retrigger is 

off and sync is set to ON. Then it adjusts the alignment of the LFO waveform relative to beats on 

the song timeline. 

Tune depth. Make the LFO modulate the tuning(pitch) of. Set the depth to positive to control the 

amount of modulation on the signal (increase the tuning parameter). When set to a negative 

value, control the modulation amount but the modulation will be inverted (reduce the tuning 

parameter). 100% pitch modulation = 1 octave. 

Tune smooth. Makes the modulation effect smoother, smooth the parameter changes. 

Volume depth. Make the LFO modulate the volume of. Set the depth to positive to control the 

amount of modulation on the signal (increase the volume parameter). When set to a negative 

value, control the modulation amount but the modulation will be inverted (reduce the volume 

parameter). 100% volume modulation = no volume. 

Volume smooth. Makes the modulation effect smoother, smooth the parameter changes 

Panning depth. Make the LFO modulate the panning of. Set the depth to positive to control the 

amount of modulation on the signal (right to left) When set to a negative value, control the 

modulation amount but the modulation will be inverted (left to right). 100% panning modulation = 

completely right or left. 

Panning smooth. Makes the modulation effect smoother, smooth the parameter changes.  

Filter cutoff depth. Make the LFO modulate the cutoff of the the filter. Set the depth to positive to 

control the amount of modulation on the signal (increase the filter cutoff frequency) When set to a 

negative value, control the modulation amount but the modulation will be inverted (decrease the 

filter cutoff frequency). 100% filter cutoff modulation = 25kHz. 

Filter cutoff smooth. Makes the modulation effect smoother, smooth the parameter changes. 

Filter resonance depth. Make the LFO modulate the resonance of the filter. Set the depth to 

positive to control the amount of modulation on the signal (increase the filter resonance 

percentage) When set to a negative value, control the modulation amount but the modulation will 

be inverted (decrease the filter resonance percentage). 100% filter resonance modulation = 100% 

resonance. 

Filter resonance smooth. Makes the modulation effect smoother, smooth the parameter changes. 

QE fx depth. Make the LFO modulate the EQ fx. 

QE fx smooth. Makes the modulation effect smoother, smooth the parameter changes. 

 

Please visit dna-labs-software.com/support for support or questions.

9-The patch section is where the user can save, load, or name preset patches.

10-The output knob controls the global main output volume level.

11-     The g.lfo amt. knob controls the amount of the g.lfo routed to the lfo output.

12-The AX4 Quad filter select buttons section allows the user to choose which x voice to process 
and use the editing knobs and parameters in the AX4 section.

13-The filter lfo type allows the user to change the shape of the lfo applied to the filter when the 
filter lfo amount knob is engaged. The filter lfo speed allows the user to control the lfo frequency.

14-The cutoff knob controls the cutoff frequency of the filter. The resonance knob controls the 
resonance level of the filter.  Lfo amt. controls the amount of the f.lfo (13) applied to the selected 
x voice.  Env amt. controls the amount of the env applied to the selected x voice.  The user can 
also select from 6 different filter types via the filter select buttons, the filters and parameters can 
be different for each of 4 x voices.

15-Env section is where the user can edit the attack, decay, sustain, and release parameters for 
each of the AX4 filters respectively.  The user can also link this envelope to the selected x 
voice's pitch via the p.env amt. (1).

16-G.lfo speed controls the frequency of the g.lfo.  The G.lfo type lets the user select from 
different lfo shapes.  There are also enable buttons for the key sync, lfo to pitch(1), and lfo to 
output (11).

17-The X phaser section allows the user to process any or all of the 4 x voices through the AX4 
phaser. There are speed, depth, center, feedback, mix, and bypass parameters.

18-The X gator section allows the user to control the gating effects parameters: gate type, tempo 
synced speed, cutoff, gate shape, mix, and bypass. These gating effects can be applied to any or 
all of the 4 x voices.

19-The X chorus section allows the user to process any or all of the 4 x voices through the AX4 
chorus. There are speed, depth, delay, voice amount, mix, and bypass parameters.

*The back of the Aquios device has 3 clarity settings (subtractive equalization), 3 warmth 
settings ((additive equalization), and 3 width imaging settings.  There are also 4 mutable dry 
outputs for each of the x voices without fx. There is gate and note cv inputs as well as main 
stereo left and right outputs.



 
Envelopes. 

Envelope switch. Switch between Amp envelope and Filter envelope 

 

Amp envelope. 

Amount. Set the degree (amount) the volume will be affected by the amp envelope. 

Invert. If active, the amp envelope will be inverted. 

Sub. Also affect the Sub-oscillator 

Attack. Set the attack time for initial run-up of volume from nil to peak, beginning when the key is 

first pressed. 

Decay. Set the time taken for the subsequent run down from the attack level to the designated 

sustain level. After the maximum value has been reached, the value starts to drop. How long this 

should take is determined by the decay parameter. 

Sustain. Set the level the envelope should "rest at" after the decay until the key is released. 

Release. Set the time it takes for the value/volume to fall back to zero after releasing the key. 

 

Filter Envelope. 

Amount. Set the degree (amount) the volume will be affected by the filter envelope. 

Invert. If active, the filter envelope will be inverted. 

Sub. Also affect the Sub-oscillator. 

Attack. Set the attack time for initial run-up of the filter(envelope) from nil to peak, beginning 

when the key is first pressed.  

Decay. Set the time taken for the subsequent run down from the attack level to the designated 

sustain level. After the maximum value has been reached, the value starts to drop. How long this 

should take is determined by the decay parameter. 

Sustain. Set the level the envelope should "rest at" after the decay until the key is released.  

Release. Set the time it takes for the value to fall back to zero after releasing the key. 
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